The history of gambling in countries worldwide has been characterized by multiple cycles, spanning the gamut from proscription to propagation. In the last century alone, gambling has transitioned from being considered a sinful, immoral pursuit and stigmatized criminal activity to its current position as a socially acceptable form of recreation. Periodic amendments to legislation and social policy changes from prohibition towards sponsorship or regulation of games of chance, combined with a widespread promotion of game offerings, have largely contributed to this shift in public attitudes towards gambling.

While these changes have all played a prominent role in the exponential growth of the industry and in the increase of gambling’s popularity, there is abundant evidence to suggest that with it have also come a number of subsequent problems for certain individuals as well as societal costs. For a small proportion of the population, gambling can progress from a socially acceptable form of entertainment to a more serious problem characterized by a maladaptive loss of control over and a preoccupation with wagering activities. Concomitant to this inability to control one’s gambling, a number of physical, mental health, personal, and social consequences associated with gambling problems have been observed for individuals, families, and entire communities. These consequences include: a) significant financial problems (e.g., high debt, personal bankruptcy filing); b) co-morbid substance use problems and psychiatric conditions (e.g., depression, anxiety); c) disruption of family relationships and violence; d) criminal behaviour to finance wagering activities (e.g., fraud, theft, embezzlement), and e) work and school-related problems (e.g., loss of employment, truancy). Of particular concern is that certain populations have been identified as being at high risk for gambling problems and their related consequences, with adolescents and young adults especially vulnerable.

THE CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF GAMBLING

On an international level, the past twenty years have witnessed a liberalisation of the operation and regulation of gaming activities. Concomitant with this liberalisation has been a marked expansion of new and existing forms of gambling, leading to a significant increase in availability of gambling opportunities for individuals. Once restricted to major international gambling destinations (e.g., Las Vegas, Atlantic City, Monte Carlo, Macau), recent estimates reveal that over 440 commercial land-based casinos are operating in 13 U.S. states, with approximately 1,070 more in operation in numerous European countries, and a rapid expansion of casino operations in Australasia. Moreover, despite the recent global

economic crisis and declining casino revenues at some major U.S. gambling destinations, multiple new venues have opened in several North American districts, and international jurisdictions are currently contemplating the introduction or expansion of casino gaming in an effort to generate public funds, stimulate economic development, and create stable employment opportunities.

The expansion of the gaming industry, however, has not been restricted to casinos. Today, most industrialized jurisdictions license, organize, regulate, operate, or own at least one type of gambling activity, with only a minority of states and countries that continue to strictly prohibit any form of gambling. Some of the more popular forms of government-sponsored or government-regulated gambling include electronic gambling machines, lottery draws and instant scratch cards, pari-mutuel wagering, sports wagering and a rapid expansion of Internet wagering. Nevertheless, even in jurisdictions where legalized/regulated gambling is prohibited or limited, unlicensed betting activities such as card games, sports pools, and illegal electronic gaming machines continue to multiply at an impressive rate.

With the advent of new emerging technologies, such as Internet and mobile (remote) wagering, the environmental landscape of gambling possibilities is undergoing a momentous and unparalleled growth worldwide. Despite its legal prohibitions in some jurisdictions, recent estimates suggest that upwards of 23 million people worldwide wagered on the Internet in 2005. Remote wagering is an attractive gaming choice for many consumers, given the consumer appeal of remote wagering, coupled with the relative accessibility of the Internet and mobile/smart telephones and the substantial increase in individual technological savvy, it is not surprising that its growth rate has far exceeded that of land-based gambling. Recent forecasts predict total mobile gambling wagers to exceed 48 billions dollars annually by 2015.

Along with the impressive growth and propagation of land-based gambling and remote wagering has been a significant increase in the marketing of game offerings and gambling opportunities. To maximize the industry’s business objectives, gaming/gambling corporations have expanded internationally and actively promote their game offerings on the radio, on television, in print, via Internet pop-up messages, at points of sale, and in public advertising spaces. Typically, these gambling opportunities emphasize the glamour, excitement and entertainment aspects. Moreover, despite the existence of mandated or recommended codes of...
practice related to responsible advertising in a number of jurisdictions, industry advertisements generally make few references to accurate probabilities of winning or to the possible negative consequences associated with gambling (albeit some will include hotline telephone numbers or messages such as “keep it a game”). It is also of interest that within the United States, state lottery corporations are exempt from the Federal truth in advertising statutes. Given marketing’s widely acknowledged influence on consumers’ attitudes and beliefs, it has been suggested that the glamorous and positive portrayals of gaming in advertisements may possibly foster erroneous beliefs that individuals possess exaggerated odds or skills for winning and that gambling behaviour will result in the attainment of a similar lifestyle without much work. However, corporate advertisements aren’t the only marketing agents that have positioned gambling at the forefront of public attention. Within the past few years, local and cable television networks have launched regular broadcasting of “professional” high-stakes poker tournaments, further glamourizing gambling to the general public. Additionally, sponsored online poker tournaments have been heavily advertised by representatives on college campuses targeting the student body, with small and/or large scholarships awarded to winners. Recently, one U.S.-based company set up an online website whereby students could wager on grades attained in their college and university courses. Similar to corporate advertisements, exposure to gambling television shows and sponsored poker tournaments is speculated to have an impact on individuals’ gambling attitudes and beliefs. In a recent study, Lee, Lemanski and Jun noted that exposure to television poker shows led to positive attitudes towards gambling-related media, which ultimately led to greater intentions to gamble. The proliferation of gambling advertisements and increase in media exposure has resulted in the normalization of gambling as an attractive, harmless and socially acceptable form of entertainment.

Considering this vast global expansion and active promotion, the current generation of adolescents and young adults have lived their entire lives in an environment where gambling has not only been legal, normalized, and easily accessible, but also popular and often endorsed by both governments (who frequently are not only the regulator but also an operator) and industry. Coupled with the fact that most parents do not perceive gambling as a serious issue for youth and identify few potential harms associated with gambling for their children, it is not surprising that gambling has become an alluring activity for adolescents and young adults.

YOUTH GAMBLING: OUR PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

Previously considered an adult activity, it is now well established that gambling constitutes a popular activity and form of recreation among youth. Although there are notable jurisdictional differences in legislation and policies for restricting underage access to government-sponsored or government-regulated gaming offers where gambling is sanctioned, there remains little doubt that adolescents and young adults participate in multiple forms of...
both unlicensed and regulated forms of gambling.\textsuperscript{19}
Numerous studies assessing the prevalence of gambling involvement and identifying adolescent gambling patterns have been conducted in several North American, European, and Australasian jurisdictions since the beginning of the 1990s. While these figures represent only a general evaluation of gambling involvement, estimates of youth past-year and lifetime gambling range between 35\% and 92\%. The wide range and discrepancy in estimates for past-year and lifetime participation rates is partially explained by differences in the data collection period, in the age and gender distribution of the youth surveyed, in methodology, and in the availability of gambling opportunities in jurisdictions where the studies were completed. These differences notwithstanding, overall, the data clearly suggests that a large majority of adolescents and young adults have engaged in some form of gambling in their lives, with an identifiable proportion of them gambling for money on a regular basis.\textsuperscript{20}

Albeit for many adolescents and young adults, gambling is an occasional recreational activity, evidence from the collection of international prevalence studies and large-scale meta-analyses reveals that an identifiable proportion of youth experience serious gambling-related negative consequences. Regardless of a lack of consensus as to the actual prevalence of severe gambling problems, current estimates suggest that approximately 0.3–10\% of adolescents and young adults meet criteria for problem gambling, with another 8–14\% at risk for developing or returning to a severe gambling problem.\textsuperscript{21} Given that prevalence rates of problem gambling for adult populations are established as somewhat lower (0.4–4.7\%),\textsuperscript{22} it is clear that adolescents and young adults, in general, constitute a high-risk population for gambling problems. Most prevalence studies with adults further reveal that younger adults (between ages 18 and 30) have the highest prevalence rates among the adult population.\textsuperscript{23}

Available research seems to suggest that gambling preferences varies according to age, developmental stage, gender, and availability of activities. The most popular adolescent gambling activities tend to be self-organized or peer-related games. These include wagering on non-casino card (poker being the current rage) and dice games, playing bingo in bingo halls, as well as wagering on sports or games of personal skill.\textsuperscript{24} Other betting activities that adolescents are likely to take part include lottery draws and scratchcards.\textsuperscript{25} Conversely, older adolescents tend to prefer age-restricted forms of gambling as this group approaches legal age, likely as a result of their greater accessibility to these opportunities and venues as well as their superior financial resources.\textsuperscript{26} In general, the preferred activities of young adults include casino gambling, lottery draws, sports wagering, card playing, and electronic gaming machines, with a growing number engaging in a multitude of gambling activities over the Internet.\textsuperscript{27} Most recently, monthly use of
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Internet gambling sites was found to have increased significantly among male youth (18 – 22 years of age) from 4.4% in 2008 to 16% in 2010.\textsuperscript{28} It is estimated that, in spite of legal prohibitions, upwards of 400,000 male young adults wager on the Internet for money on a weekly basis, and that an additional 1.7 million do so on a monthly basis in the United States alone. Consequently, it appears that changing trends in gambling (e.g., availability of remote gambling forms, increased media exposure) are leading to modifications in the ranking of popular betting activities for young adults and represent a significant change in playing behavior.

Gambling researchers have long speculated about the potential addictive properties of certain types of gambling activities that may have a powerful impact on the development of problem gambling.\textsuperscript{29} Some have suggested that gambling games and activities containing unique characteristics with intermittent reinforcements have the potential to induce regular or excessive gambling behaviour.\textsuperscript{30} These characteristics include rapid event frequencies (\textit{i.e.}, opportunities to gamble limited only by how fast a person can play), short pay out intervals (\textit{i.e.}, brief time lapse between the initial gamble and the payment of winnings), player involvement and perceived skill features (\textit{i.e.}, the illusion of control over the outcome of the game), and the incorporation of near miss designs (\textit{i.e.}, the illusion of coming close to winning a substantial prize). To date, however, there is little evidence in the literature to suggest that preference for and frequent participation in specific gambling activities results in greater prevalence rates for developing problem gambling among adolescents and young adults. One possible caveat to this conclusion is the small body of research investigating the remote wagering behaviours of young people. Although Internet and mobile gambling is a relatively new phenomenon and research in this area is just beginning to emerge, there is preliminary evidence to suggest that remote gambling may pose unique risks to young people.\textsuperscript{31} One study revealed that while there were no differences in the wagering behaviours of non-problem and problem gamblers for land-based activities in the previous year, significantly more problem than non-problem gamblers reported gambling online.\textsuperscript{32} The meaning of this relationship is not entirely clear, but could suggest that gambling via the Internet may be a medium particularly favoured by individuals with serious gambling problems. Recently, Welte and his colleagues\textsuperscript{33} reported that in addition to reporting a higher average number of problem gambling symptoms, Internet gamblers participated in a larger number of gambling activities overall. It is therefore possible that increased risk for problem gambling in youth is more a consequence of their wide-ranging participation in gambling opportunities rather than a direct causal relationship between Internet gambling and problem gambling. Nevertheless, despite a need for additional research to delineate the relationship between online gambling and youth problem gambling, it remains clear that adolescents and young adults are becoming increasingly involved in remote wagering.

The number and accessibility of legal gambling operations available in a jurisdiction has been found to have an impact on the prevalence of youth problem gambling. Specifically, U.S. young adults living in states with 8 – 10 regulated gambling activities had a past-year rate of problem gambling of 6.3%, while those living in states with 7 or less regulated forms of gambling available had a past-year problem gambling rate of 1.6%.\textsuperscript{34}
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Although no relationship between rate of problem gambling and availability of gambling activities was observed for adolescents, this is presumably the result of a more restricted set of potential opportunities and venues for wagering, as well as enforcement of legal age limits.

Numerous other correlates and risk factors associated with youth problem gambling behaviour have been identified within extant research and prevalence literature reviews. While there are a variety of risk factor constellations that may place certain youth at greater risk for the development and maintenance problematic gambling involvement, there is also a growing recognition that youth suffering from gambling problems are not a homogeneous group, and that multiple pathways may exist which can lead to the problematic behaviour. This stipulation notwithstanding, there is substantial empirical evidence from both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies suggesting that males gamble more than females in general and are more likely to experience gambling-related problems. The age of onset of gambling behaviour has also been found to be a consistent risk factor for youth problem gambling, with adolescent and young adult problem gamblers reporting initiation of gambling at an early age (between 9 and 12 years), as compared with peers who report gambling, but experience fewer gambling-related consequences. Once initiated, there is often rapid progression from non-problem to problem gambling among vulnerable adolescents and a continuity of problematic gambling from adolescence into young adulthood. Additionally, youths who have experienced a big win early on in their gambling involvement are at increased risk for gambling problems (it is important to note that what constitutes a large win for an adolescent may be significantly different than for an adult). Further, evidence from numerous international prevalence studies suggests an association between early exposure to gambling via parental participation and problematic youth involvement, with adolescents and young adult problem gamblers more likely to have parents that gamble or parents that are problem gamblers themselves. Finally, research examining the personality characteristics of problem gamblers reveals that youth problem gamblers tend to be more excitable and impulsive, are greater risk-takers, and have greater difficulty conforming to societal norms.

RESTRICTING YOUTH ACCESS TO GAMBLING: EXISTING LEGISLATION AND POLICIES

Limiting youth access to high-risk substances, such as tobacco and alcohol, is accepted by many as a valuable and well-documented strategy for reducing adolescents’ use of those substances. A successful reduction in substance use is, in turn, hypothesized to prevent the development of long-term
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addiction, as well as related physiological, psychological, and social problems. Although a significant proportion of youth gain access to controlled products through social sources (i.e., parents or other family members, the home, friends, parties), older adolescents also report gaining access to alcohol and tobacco from commercial sources. Consequently, over the last two decades, a number of state, provincial, and federal social policies have been instituted to further restrict the commercial availability of tobacco and alcohol to children and adolescents. Youth access policies typically include a combination of minimum-age requirements and enforcement via compliance checks.

Within the last fifteen years, similar efforts have been made to restrict minors’ access to gambling products and venues. The fact that gambling problems frequently result in multiple, long-lasting, negative outcomes underlines the importance of these initiatives. Minimum-age legislation and other regulatory policies, aimed at restricting underage access to legal gaming opportunities, have been adopted internationally. However, there exists considerable variability in legislative regulation of gambling aimed at youth between jurisdictions. For example, while many jurisdictions in the United States prohibit land-based casino gambling by individuals less than 21 years of age, the majority of Canadian provinces have established the age of entry at 18 or 19 or older, and numerous other countries worldwide place the minimum casino admittance age at 18 years. In addition to substantial variability between jurisdictions, there also exist variations in the legislative regulation of available gambling activities within jurisdictions. Although casino attendance in the United Kingdom is restricted to persons at least 18 years of age, anyone aged 16 years can legally purchase National Lottery tickets and scratch cards, and youth of any age can play low stakes/low prize (category D) electronic gaming machines in seaside arcades and family leisure centres. Similar discrepancies between minimum-age legislation for different gambling activities are evident in other jurisdictions; for example while there exist legislative age limits on slot machines and casinos in Denmark, Finland, and Poland, no formal minimum-age regulations have been ratified for the purchase of lotto coupons or scratch cards.

This inconsistency in minimum-age legislation and policies within and between jurisdiction is not limited to the regulation of gaming; legislative regulations and policies aimed at restricting youth access to controlled products diverge depending on the targeted merchandise or activity (i.e., tobacco, alcohol, gaming activities). While the sale of tobacco products in the province of Saskatchewan is restricted to persons 18 years of age and older, the sale of alcoholic beverages is prohibited to persons less than 19 years of age. Likewise, while the minimum legal drinking age has been established at 21 years in all U.S. states following the enactment of the National Minimum Drinking Age statute, many of these same states permit the sale of tobacco products to persons 18 years of age and older. As a result of these differences in minimum age requirements across product categories, businesses are
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faced with a greater challenge in training their staff to understand and apply these individual rules. 

Although the ratification of minimum-age laws and regulatory policies are a necessary component in the prevention of underage gambling participation, their effectiveness in reducing youth access to gaming opportunities have shown moderate success. In a representative sample of high school students in the province of Quebec, Martin, Gupta and Derevensky found that only 7% of adolescents reported having gambled exclusively on any form of provincially-regulated games of chance in the past year (down from 19% in 2002), yet close to one-fifth of students indicated having participated in both unlicensed and unregulated games. Moreover, despite the implementation of legal prohibitions and policies to prevent the sale of lottery products to minors in numerous North American and international jurisdictions, large-scale prevalence studies continue to indicate that lottery and scratch card play rank high amongst preferred gambling activities for adolescents. In line with this self-report data, results from an empirical study investigating vendor compliance with youth access regulatory policies for lottery products reveal that only a moderate proportion of vendors (60%) were compliant with existing statutes. From this body of research, it remains clear that current legislative statutes put forth to prevent underage gambling participation are not being adhered to by some retailers, and that additional, stricter measures and penalties are needed to enhance vendor compliance with minimum-age legislation and policies. To make matters worse, a number of Internet gambling providers have failed to ensure minimum age requirements for gambling on their websites.

PROBLEM AND PATHOLOGICAL GAMBLING IN FORENSIC POPULATIONS

The majority of available literature examining problem gambling and criminality has focused on adults. Previous research has established that a significant proportion of pathological gamblers report committing illegal acts directly related to their wagering behaviour. Gambling-related criminal activities are generally white-collar and non-violent, such as shoplifting, fencing stolen goods, fraud, forgery, embezzlement, petty theft, and larceny. Other crimes reported to be associated with gambling include perpetration of domestic or intimate partner violence, drug dealing, and robbery. However, exact figures for the prevalence and extent of gambling-related criminal activity are difficult to establish. Estimations of gambling-related offenses vary widely between research methodologies and sample types (e.g., general, clinical or correctional population studies; court files analyses). Compared with other methodological approaches, such as surveys and interviews, court file analyses are likely to grossly underestimate gambling-related offenses given the potential for under-reporting (i.e., gambling is not necessarily identified on arrest or conviction records as underlying the offense), under-detection (i.e., not all gambling-related offenses are detected by law enforcement agencies), and misrepresentation (i.e., defence and prosecutorial attorneys generally do not mention gambling problems as a motive for crime) of these crimes.
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While these differences should be noted, a number of findings regarding the relation of criminal behaviour and gambling have been generally consistent.

In an early study, Blaszczynski, McConaghy, and Frankova\textsuperscript{61} found that a little more than half of pathological gamblers seeking help admitted to having committed gambling-related criminal offenses, with about one-fifth of them having been formally charged for the offense. Meyer and Fabian\textsuperscript{62} found similar results in their study of delinquency and pathological gambling. Specifically, they established that approximately 55% of help-seeking gamblers reported committing illegal acts in order to obtain money for gambling, and that 10% of them had been sentenced for a gambling-related criminal offense. Moreover, Ladouceur and his colleagues\textsuperscript{63} reported that 68% of their treatment-seeking pathological gamblers admitted to participating in illegal behaviour to finance their gambling, with 17% of them having appeared in court for committing a criminal offense. Recently, Ledgerwood, Weinstock, Morasco, and Petry\textsuperscript{64} revealed that fewer than 30% of their sample of pathological gamblers reported committing one or more illegal acts a year prior to entering treatment. They also found that pathological gamblers with a reported past-year history of criminal activity were significantly younger than those gamblers who did not report committing illegal acts in the past year. Overall, the data suggest that approximately half of problem gamblers participate in one or more criminal activities in their lifetime.\textsuperscript{65}

The relative consistency of findings indicating a connection between criminal behaviour and gambling notwithstanding, a major limitation of many of these previous studies is that their samples are drawn almost exclusively from treatment-seeking populations; consequently, the results of these studies may therefore not generalize to pathological gamblers in community settings or those who do not seek treatment for their gambling problems.\textsuperscript{66} Treatment-seeking pathological gamblers comprise a small minority of disordered gamblers in community samples, and therefore may not be representative of the larger population of pathological gamblers.\textsuperscript{67} There is also some evidence to suggest differences in the frequency of gambling-related criminal behaviour between clinical and community populations. Brown’s\textsuperscript{68} comparison of officially recorded convictions from the United Kingdom with self-reported criminal conviction in a sample of treatment-seeking gamblers from the same geographical area revealed that the patterns of criminal convictions for the treatment-seeking gamblers differed statistically from the patterns of criminal convictions within the general population. Further, in a study comparing a sample of male pathological gamblers in treatment to a sample of male non-pathological gamblers drawn from the general population and the army, Meyer and Stadler\textsuperscript{69} reported that 59.3% of the pathological gamblers admitted having committed at least one criminal offense during the past year of regular gambling participation, compared to 22.3% of the high- and low-frequency gamblers. They also noted that 28.3% of pathological gamblers reported having been convicted of a criminal offense at least once, whereas only 3.3% of the comparative group did so. It is therefore likely that, in contrast to non-treatment seeking pathological gamblers, treatment-seeking populations exhibit different rates of gambling-related criminal behaviour. Clinically, there is evidence from treatment seeking adolescents at the
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International Centre for Youth Gambling Problems and High Risk Behaviors that a large proportion of these youth have been involved in criminal behaviors, often beginning at home (most parents refuse to press charges against their children for stealing from the home).

In addition to examining the relationship between adult problem gambling and criminal activity, several studies have investigated the prevalence of problem gambling within forensic populations, including defendants in court cases, convicted offenders awaiting sentencing, convicted offenders serving community (conditional and probation) sentences, incarcerated inmates, and parolees. In their review of 27 published and unpublished North American, European and Australasian studies examining the prevalence of problem and pathological gambling in offender populations, Williams, Royston and Hagen found that, on average, about one third of offenders in the criminal justice system are likely to be problem or pathological gamblers, a proportion approximately 20 times the prevalence rate observed in adult community samples. They also indicated that approximately 50% of criminal offenses reported by problem gamblers in forensic populations are committed to finance gambling activities or pay off gambling debts. This self-reported rate of gambling-related crime is somewhat lower than that established in Crofts’ analysis of “gambling related” court case files, of the 63 files examined, approximately 75% (n = 47) of the defendants had committed illegal acts to obtain money to gamble, and about 14% (n = 9) of them had committed criminal offenses to meet financial debts or commitments as a consequence of gambling. Again, methodological differences are likely to account in large part for discrepancies in the proportions of gambling-related criminal offenses.

The severity of problem gambling has been found to be associated with criminal behaviour within forensic populations. For example, Lahn revealed that 68.8% of male offenders who met criteria for “severe” problem gambling (SOGS score of 10 or more) reported stealing or obtaining money illegally to pay for gambling or gambling debts, compared to 26.3% of offenders who met criteria for “moderate” problem gambling (SOGS score of 5 to 9). Additionally, from a sample of 106 recently sentenced male offenders with moderate to severe gambling problems, Turner, Preston, Saunders, McAvoy and Jain reported that approximately two thirds of severe problem gamblers admitted to committing criminal acts to provide funds for their continued gambling, compared to one fifth of moderate problem gamblers who acknowledged that gambling led to their criminal activity. Nevertheless, the fact that approximately one third of the crimes committed by offenders who are severe problem gamblers were apparently unrelated to their gambling suggests that gambling severity alone is not necessarily a direct causal predictor of criminal activity among this population.

The high prevalence of gambling problems prior to incarceration appears to pose a unique problem for the criminal justice system. Most jurisdictions explicitly prohibit gambling activities within their correctional facilities. Despite these proscriptions against wagering in correctional institutions, a small number of researchers have highlighted that gambling is indeed prevalent among incarcerated individuals. In their review of studies which investigated the extent of gambling behaviour occurring within correctional institutions, Williams and colleagues revealed that between 22% and 46% of inmates gamble while incarcerated, with 19% to 24% gambling in prison on a weekly basis. Further, anecdotal evidence from inmate interviews suggests that while gambling plays psychological and social functions in prison, such as to relieve boredom, to provide entertainment and leisure experiences, and to present opportunities for socialization, it can also result in victimization and violence against incarcerated gamblers. Thus, while much lower levels of gambling participation are reported within
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correctional facilities than pre-incarceration, the results of these studies suggest that opportunities to gamble remain readily available during incarceration and that gambling may result in additional gambling-related negative consequences for forensic populations.

**YOUTH PROBLEM GAMBLING, DELINQUENCY AND THEFT: COMMUNITY AND FORENSIC POPULATIONS**

In contrast to the abundance of research on the relationship between adult crime or incarceration and problem gambling, few empirical studies have examined gambling-related delinquent or criminal behaviour in the general adolescent population. However, some research has linked adolescent gambling to the commission of illegal or delinquent acts. Adolescent gamblers are more likely to participate in, or have a history of, committing delinquent or illegal acts, particularly those who already exhibit gambling problems. Derevensky and Gupta reported that 42.4% of problem and pathological gamblers indicated borrowing or stealing money to cover gambling debts, 21% reported committing illegal acts to finance their gambling, 24% had taken money from their family, and 12% had stolen from outside the family. Adolescent delinquent behaviours may include criminal/illegal acts such as truancy, selling drugs, shoplifting, stealing money, or working as a bookmaker.

One study which specifically asked whether criminal acts were committed for the purpose of financing gambling found that for 3.9% of juvenile cases, the offense was gambling-related. Among these behaviors, 86% involved burglary or theft. Yet another study reported that delinquent and criminal behaviours were committed specifically to participate in or to finance gambling through truancy (14%), stealing money from parents (12%), stealing money from outside the home (5%), and selling other people’s possessions (6%).

Why do some teens with gambling problems get involved in theft or criminal activity? There are several theories that have been suggested that can plausibly explain links between excessive, problematic gambling and criminal behaviour. Personal characteristics such as a genetic predisposition, personality disorders, or intelligence are included at the individual level in theories such as the rational choice model or social learning theory. In the rational choice model of behaviour, an individual makes a rational decision to commit a crime based upon weighing the social, psychological, and financial benefits compared to the perceived risks and costs. Social learning theories contend that most behaviour is learned through experiencing positive and negative reinforcements or consequences for a particular behaviour. Behaviours are often initially learned by imitating significant models in one’s life (e.g., parents or peers). Akers has...
suggested that associating with individuals who share deviant lifestyles and beliefs, being differentially reinforced for criminal behaviour over conforming behaviour, exposure to deviant models, and personal attitudes favouring criminal activity increases the likelihood of criminal behaviour.

Blaszczynski and Silove\(^91\) have proposed that delinquent or illegal acts are committed more frequently by adolescents in general because of increased peer pressure and fewer available financial resources to support their gambling behaviour. As the severity of gambling behaviour intensifies, so does the need to increase the frequency of gambling participation in order to obtain the desired level of excitement, and since increased frequency of participation often results in increased demand for money to finance wagering, criminal acts are more likely to be committed by adolescents in order to meet this demand.\(^92\) This vicious cycle of increased severity of gambling behaviour, frequency of gambling participation, and demand for money is especially true for adolescents already identified as problem or pathological gamblers.

A recent study found that while severity of gambling problems in adolescence was prospectively linked to criminal behaviors of theft, the link between gambling problems and theft was mediated by the presence or absence of deviant peers.\(^93\) Specifically, for adolescents with deviant peers, adolescent gambling problems were linked to theft in young adulthood. In contrast, for adolescents who had no deviant peers, gambling problems were not found to be associated with such criminal behavior. Wanner and her colleagues suggest that deviant peers may model delinquent behaviours or provide opportunities to commit theft in order to solve monetary problems due to excessive gambling. It is important to note that there was no effect of deviant peers on the continuity of gambling behaviours. This is in line with the assumption that, unlike drug use, deviant peers are neither necessary for having access to gambling venues, nor necessary for modeling gambling behaviours, which are integrated into mainstream society.

Understanding the mechanism linking youth gambling, delinquency, and criminal behavior is crucial for treatment providers. If the link between gambling and delinquency is made through association with delinquent peers, this would have serious implications in terms of administration of treatment for gambling addictions among youth. Specifically, perhaps adolescents presenting with only gambling problems should not be routinely treated in the same clinic with substance users, substance addicts, or other delinquent adolescents so as to minimize potential negative influences. It also suggests that adolescents with gambling problems not participate in group therapies along with other adolescents with various other types of addictions and potential co-morbid psychopathology.

Are adolescents with a significant gambling problem similar to other teen delinquents or adolescents with conduct disorder? If the gambling problems are resolved, and the adolescent no longer has outstanding gambling debts or participates in gambling, will he/she also abandon their delinquent antisocial behaviours? Or, will delinquent behaviours initially engaged in to finance their gambling persist even without gambling involvement? These questions need to be examined empirically. It is very likely that adolescents with co-morbid gambling addictions and conduct problems and delinquency will require comprehensive treatment targeting multiple types of problem behaviours and that alternative judicial interventions may be necessary.\(^94\)

Minimal empirical research has been performed to investigate the prevalence of gambling problems among incarcerated youth.\(^95\) Early studies of adolescents incarcerated in youth custody and juvenile detention centers revealed a high frequency of regular and excessive gambling behaviour among this population, and that an identifiable proportion of them commit criminal offenses to directly finance
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their gambling activities.\footnote{See Graham Huff & Frances Collinson, Young Offenders, Gambling and Video Game Playing, 27 BRITISH JOURNAL OF CRIMINOLOGY 401, 403 (1987); Tony Maden, Mark Swinton, & John Gunn, Gambling in Young Offenders, 2 CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR AND MENTAL HEALTH 300, 303 (1992).} Westphal and Johnson\footnote{James R. Westphal & Lera J. Johnson, Gambling Behavior of Juvenile Offenders in Louisiana, 4 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTION 330, 339–341 (2006).} reported that the prevalence of problematic gambling in a sample of imprisoned juvenile offenders was approximately 5.3 times greater than among students from a school community sample, with 20.5% categorized as probable pathological gamblers. This increased prevalence of problem gambling among incarcerated juvenile offenders is consistent with findings from studies with adult forensic samples. Westphal and Johnson also revealed that 12.5% of the incarcerated youth offenders surveyed reported having been arrested for gambling-related criminal activities, compared to only 1.5% of students from the community sample. Juvenile offenders reporting gambling-related arrests were 1.5 times more likely to be problem gamblers (60.5%) than non-problem gamblers (39.5%). Similar results have been reported by Magoon, Gupta and Derevensky\footnote{See Maggie E. Magoon, Rina Gupta, & Jeffrey Derevensky (2007), supra note 79, at 21–22.} and Brown, Killian and Evans,\footnote{See Randy Brown, Eric Killian, & William Evans, Gambling Attitudinal and Behavioral Patterns and Criminality in a Sample of Las Vegas Area Detained Youth, 13 JOURNAL OF GAMBLING ISSUES (2005), http://www.camh.net/doi/full/10.4309/jgi.2005.13.5.} indicating a robust relationship between gambling-related delinquent or criminal activities and the frequency and severity of gambling behaviour among adolescents in youth residential centers (i.e., juvenile detention centres, prisons).

To date, no published research examining the extent of adolescent gambling behaviour occurring within youth residential facilities exists. However, data from an unpublished study of youth involved in the juvenile and family courts suggests that more than two-thirds of adolescents who had spent time in a youth detention centre admitted to gambling while detained, with 30% revealing that they gambled on a frequent basis.\footnote{Angela Devi Mooss, Gambling Behaviors Among Youth Involved in Juvenile and Family Courts (December 1, 2009) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Georgia State University), http://digitalarchive.gsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1062&content=psych_diss.} Further, close to one-third of the young offenders surveyed reported that they had gambled more frequently while in detention, and 40% admitted to gambling at similar rates since their release from youth detention. Thus, much like for adult incarcerated populations, gambling appears to be a common and socially acceptable activity during youth detention, and that sentencing to juvenile residential centres may in and of itself be a potential risk factor for problematic gambling behaviour.

KEEPS KIDS SAFE: PRACTICAL, SOCIAL AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

As previously noted, Internet and mobile gambling may pose specific risks for adolescents. The combination of various factors, including the ease of access to computers, “smart phones,” Facebook, Apps, pop-up advertisements for online gambling sites, the anonymity of Internet gambling, and most adolescents’ extensive experience on the Internet might render Internet gambling particularly appealing to adolescents. Of significant concern is a recent study amongst college students that Internet gambling was engaged in as a way of minimizing and reducing boredom.\footnote{McBride, J., & Derevensky, J., Internet Gambling Behavior in a Sample of Online Gamblers, 7 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTION 149–167 (2009).}

There has been some work done towards the development of software that can effectively block gambling websites from personal computers. Several parental control packages available for purchase now offer the option to block gambling websites in addition to other types of inappropriate content. Some of these family online safety packages allow adults to have a password that they can use to change Internet filtering criteria, such that it is possible to enable or disable filtering rather easily. Other software packages do not allow “password override,” suggesting that this practice protects individuals in moments of vulnerability.

Though various software developers claim to have products that can block inappropriate or restricted content which is inappropriate to minors, including gambling websites, they must be purchased. More importantly, recent research suggest that relatively few
parents perceive youth gambling to be an important issue. Similarly, school systems, while providing educational interventions concerning many high risk behaviors (e.g., substance use, eating disorders, unprotected sex, cigarette smoking etc.) have generally omitted problem gambling in their curriculum.

Adolescent problem gambling remains an important social policy issue. While legislators, governments and the industry have begun to focus on responsible gambling initiatives, adolescents as a group have generally been ignored. Exchanges of ideas and cooperation between scientists, policymakers, legislators, legal professionals and clinicians are essential. We need to be proactive in establishing standards for our regulators, to provide necessary funding for the development and widespread dissemination of prevention programs, and to provide funds for treatment programs for those in need. As President John F. Kennedy remarked, “Children are our best resource and best hope for the future.” We all have a responsible role to play to minimize the harm to our children.